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Abstract-In this paper we present a new algorithm for the recovery of the
initial state of a linear feedback shift register when a noisy output sequence is
given. Our work is focussed on the investigation of the asymptotical behaviour
of the recovery process rather than on the construction of an optimal recovery
procedure. Our results show the importance of low-weight checks and show also
that the complexity of the recovery problem grows less than exponentially with
the length of the shift register, even if the number of taps grows linearly with the
register length. Our procedure works for shift register with arbitrary feedback
polynomial.

1

Introduction

It was observed by Siegenthaler [l] that if the key generator used in a stream cipher is
correlated to a linear feedback shift (LFSR) sequence with a probability that exceeds
0.5, then it is possible possible to reconstruct the initial state of the shift register. In
the traditional setting it is assumed that the feedback connections of the LFSR are
known to the cryptanalyst and that only the initial state is unkown to him. In the
correlation attack as it originally was desribed by Siegenthaler, one uses an exhaustive
search through the state space of the shift register. Such a search is not very realistic
when the degree r (= length of the LFSR) of the feedback polynomial of the LFSR
exceeds 60, especially when this task has to be performed frequently. Recently it was
shown by Meier and Stdelbach [2] that in certain cases one can avoid this exhaustive
search. In particular they showed that if the number t of feedback taps is small,
then it is possible to restore the initial state by an iterative procedure with much
less complexity than exhaustive search. Using the same idea, several ot liers authors
proposed iterative improvement algorithms, see for example [3]. Unfortunately the
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Figure 1: The cornlation attack model for initial state recovery problem.

length of the key sequence that must be available to the cryptanalyst may be forbidding
large. The algorithm of Meier and Stdelbach has asymptotical complexity O ( r )when
the number of taps t is fixed. However, if t grows linearly with r, then the complexity
of their algorithm is exponential in r.
In this paper we present another procedure for finding the initial state of the LFSR.
The algorithm is divided into two stages; the first stage is the search for low-weight
checks and the second is the iterative improvement procedure for restoring the initial
state. Also in the algorithm of Meier and Stdelbach (and others too) there are two
stages but there the required checks are obtained by a simple algebraic procedure.
Their procedure, albeit very fast, uses the available key stream not very efficiently and
thus forces the cryptanalyst to exhibit long key stream subsequences. Our algorithm
is using the key stream almost as efficiently as possible at the expense of an increase
of the complexity of the first stage. Our algorithm that we use for the first stage is
derived from efficient algorithms for finding the non-zero codeword of lowest weight
in a linear code, [4], [5]. The second stage of our algorithm is almost identical to
Gallager's algorithm for the decoding of low-density parity-check codes [6].

2

The cryptanalyst's problem and definitions

Our attack is like in [l]and (21 based on the model shown in Figure 1. The (observed)
output sequence {zi} is regarded its a corrupted version of the LFSR output sequence
{ a ; } . It is assumed that the value of z; only depends on the input a; and the observation
at time i. For this model it is natural to say that the symbol ui is passed through an
(observation) channel whose output zi we can observe. The model of this channel we
just described is also known as the Binary (Memoryless) Symmetric Channel, BSC. The
probability q = 1 - p is also known as the correlation probability since P(a; = z;) = q.
The cryptanalyst's problem can now be formulated as follows:
Statement of the problem: Let p < 0.5 an let the (primitive)l feedback polyne
m i d of the LFSR, denoted by g(z), be of degree r. The problem is to restore the linear
N-1
from the observed subsequence { z;};=~,
feedback shift register subsequence { ai}:;'
where r c N << 2' - 1. The value of N should be as small as possible.
For simplicity the reader can think of primitive feedback polynomial. However, mutatis mutandis,
everything is valid for arbitrary feedback polynomials.
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We fix N to some value greater than r. Later we shall see how small a value of
N can be chosen. This value of N is lower bounded by the unicity distance given
by r / ( l - H(p), where H ( z ) is the binary entropy function H ( z ) = -zlog,z - (1 x) log,(l -z). Here we assumed that all possible initial states are equally likely. Values
of N close t o this lower bound can be obtained att the expense of an exhaustive search
through the initial state space as is illustrated by the results in [l]. But this gives
an exponential growth (with r) in complexity of the recovery procedure. We want to
avoid such a growth in complexity.
Before we start with the discussion of our procedure, we give some definitions. As
in [2] the following polynomials play an essential role:
Definition 1: Let h ( s )be a polynomial of degree 2 T = degg(s), with ho = h(0) = 1
such that for any sequence {a;} (whose formal power series we denote by u ( z ) ) generated by the LFSR with feedback polynomial g(z) we have h(s).u(z) is a polynomial
of degree < degh(z). Then the polynomial h(s) is called a check (polynomial of the

LFSR).
From shift register theory we know that whenever the polynomial h(x) is a check, then
g(z) divides h(x). From another point of view we can regard the checks of degree less
than n as the codewords of the (n,n - r) linear code generated by the polynomial
g(x). This code has rate R =
and redundaqcy r. To simplify the exposition of
our attack we assume the we already obtained a set of M checks { h ( i ) ( z ) ) g l .
Definition 2: Let the set { h ( ' ) ( z ) } E be
1 a set of checks and let the coefficients hi')
be determined from h(')(z) =
hJ')sj. This set is called a set of M checks of length
L with at most t taps if:
1. V i = l , . .. , M , h t ) = 1, and degh(') < L ,
2. V h ( i ) ( z ) , #{hl'); hl') # 0, j 2 l} 5 t ,

+ 1)

3. V J ~: , #~ ez,~

{ j ; /fl) # I} n { j ; hjc1'
= 0.
In words this means that the Hamming weight of the polynomials in the set of checks
is not more than t 1 and that two different checks have different non-zero coefficients
except for their constant term.
Example: The following polynomials are independent checks of length L with at
most t taps in the case g(z) = 1 2, t = 3 and L = 8.

+

+

+

h(l)(z) = 1 + 2 + x5 2 7 ,
h y s ) = 1 x 2 + s3+ s4,
h(3)(*)

3

=1

+
+ z6.

Iterative improvement

Let us consider some symbol a, from the sequence {a,}. If h ( z )= CfLi h,zj is a check,
then
a, =
a;-j = a;, ai2 . . * + a , , ,

c

jzl,hJ=l

+ +
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where the i k ' s denote the value of the indices i - j when h; = 1. If we have a set of
M independent checks { h ( i ) } c l ,then we have for this symbol a,

We note that all the indices iy) are different. It is easy to see that these equations
can be applied to every symbol a; as long as i - L > 0. If we replace in equation (1)
the values of a, and a$') by the corresponding values of z; and zbt), then maybe not
all the equations hold because the ai's are not necessarily equal t; the corresponding
Zi'S.

Using these (check) equations it is possible to compute a new value ij') of zi such
that P(5:') = u ; ) > q using the ideas of Gallager for the decoding of low-density
parity-check codes. We compute for every index i a new value of zi and we obtain

-

N-1

the (sub)sequence { z ( ~ ) ; ) ~. =Using
~
the procedure again on this sequence we can get

-

N-1

the sequence { z ( * ) , } ~ = in
~ such a manner that the number of disagreements between

-

N-1

and {zi}:;'
vanishes as s increases. Our procedure obviously works under
the conditions that the first step must lead to a smaller number of expected disagreements. Hence the first step deserves our special attention.
In what follows we consider the noisy output symbols as randomvariables, conveniently denoted by Zi, i 2 0. We define the random variable
{z(a)i}I=o

When no errors occur, then 2; =
variable

2; = a,.

Therefore we also consider the random

y, 92; + t i ,

(3)
and we note that Y , = 0 when 2, = a, for all i. The probability P(2; = a;) = q =
1 - p > 0.5. The probability that f i i = a, is given by
P ( Z i = a,) = P(#symbol changes is even)

1

= ?[1

+ (2&)*].

(4)

Let
(5)
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Let D (random variable !) denote the number of non zeros in
correction step we determine the sequence {s(l);} defined by

zy= { zi + 1,

when D
when D

{x};:’.

<T
2 T.

\Ve now compute the probabilities P(z{’) = u i ) after the first correction of

P(zi(’) = ai) = P($) = a , , D

In the first

< T)+ P($)

= a,, D

{zi}.

then

2 T),

where T is some fixed integer value in the range [0, M] to be chosen later. Since

and, similarly,

Combining these two results gives

\Ire get on the average more correct symbols after the first step if

ij k‘ P($)

= a , ) 2 q = P(z, = a;).

(9)

By inspection of equation (8) it follows that if

pQ2T-M - q( 1 - Q)2TT-M > 0 ,
then for all i 2 T

PQ’’-~ - q( 1 - Q)”-M

> 0.

Thus we have the following Lemma:
Lemma I: Let Q and
let

0 be defined by equation (5), resp. equation (9). Furthermore,

{

T = m a x d c [ O . . M ] ;( 1“)
then

0>Q

if and only if

M-2d

>&}’
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From this we have the following important result:

Theorem 2: For convergence of the iterative improvement procedure to the correct
(sub)sequence { u i } we need at least

independent checks.

Q

We have the corollary:

Corollary 3: Let q = 1/2

+

E

and Q = f(1

Mo = 0

(

+ (2e)'), then we need
checks.

($)t-l)

When the conditions for convergence are satisfied we know from [6] that the required
number of iterations is normally very small. Hence, by ensuring that we meet the conditions of convergence with some additional safety margin, the iterative improvement
process has roughly the complexity C;t = O ( M N ) since for all the N symbols we have
to evaluate the M check equations. Summarizing we see that the fewer the taps t , the
fewer checks we need.

4

Finding low-weight checks

The value of N that can be chosen is related with the problem of how many symbols
of { z , } we need for obtaining the set of M independent checks. This brings us back
to the first stage of our attack procedure: the search of non-zero codewords of low
(Hamming) weight. If these codewords have large degrees, then we need also a large

N because we want only those codewords which give independent checks.
Recall that the linear code we have to investigate has length n, informativity n - T ,
and redundancy r . We want a fast algorithm that will find the non-zero codewords of
small weight, possibly the lowest. This algorithm should be applicable t o any linear
code and should have small complexity for almost all linear codes. The following
lemma is important:

Lemma 4: For virtually all linear (n,k) codes having a minimum distance at most
d, the minimum weight codeword (# 0) can be found in

0

0

using the algorithm described below.

steps
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By virtually we mean that the result holds for all but a fraction of codes which vanishes
when n goes to infinity.
The lemma follows from the results in [4] and [ 5 ] . We give a sketch of the proof
using some probabilistic argument.
Sketch of t h e proof: Let us consider a linear binary ( n , k ) code with generating
matrix G. Note that this is an n x k binary matrix. Let us also consider a fixed
information set of k digits of this code. (An information set is a set of indices of t
columns of G that have full rank k.) If the minimum codeword has weight d, then
with high probability the informational part of this word has weight at most d
To find this word we have to try all possible patterns of weight at most d . as the
informational part. Each of these patterns has a corresponding redundancy part (of
the codeword). For each pattern we check whether the sum of the weights of the
informational and redundancy parts is at most d. We continue with this process until
we find a minimal codeword. The complexity of this algorithm is of the same order as
the number of patterns of length k and of weight at most d k . i.e.,

!.

0
Using Gray codes this trial process can be implemented efficiently.
Remark: By using at most n different informational sets we can avoid the probabilistic nature of the proof. The extra cost of this has no influence on our final result.
From coding theory we know that virtually all linear ( n , k ) codes of fixed rate
R = k/n satisfy the Varshamov-Gilbert bound: d = n - H - ' ( 1 - R ) + o ( n ) . Thus we can
expect that the complexityof finding acodeword of weight d = n.H-'(l-R)+o(n) has
order 0 ( 2 ( 1 - R ) k )= 0(2(l-tIr). Combining all this we arrive at the following result.

L e m m a 5: The complexity of finding a set of M independent checks with at most
d - 1 taps and length ( d - l ) M n is of order

+

Cc/& = M x 0(2('-37,
where d = R . W'(1 - R )

+ o(n).

I

P r o o f The cost of finding the first check of length at most n is 0(2(1-i)r). For the
second check we have to cancel the d - 1 coefficient positions occupied by the first
check. In order to search again among n possible positions we add d - 1 t o the allowed
length of the second check. Hence, after M checks we have a length that is not more
than M ( d - 1) n. The search complexity for every check is essentially the same.
0
Thus the total cost is M x 0 ( 2 ( 1 - k ) r ) .

+

We are now ready to formulate the maill result:

5,

and let us fix n > T and d =
T h e o r e m 6: Let p = P(2, # a , ) , p = - E <
n . H-' ( 1 - R ) .(TI.). To break the system we need to observe a segment of length
N of { z ; } ,where
N = 2 ( ( d - l ) M n).
(124

+

+
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Furthermore, we need

M =0

(

( M w 2M0, where MO =

(-!-)d),

(-!-)d-2)

.

(12b)

The first stage of the algorithm has complexity

and the second stage for recovering the initial state has complexity

Ci, = 0

(d

(&)2d)

.

Proof: In order to break the system we determine first twice as many checks than is
given by Corallary 3. The maximal length of this set is given by Lemma 5 and is not
more than ( d - l ) M n. With this set we can perform the first step on the first halve
of the known 2 ( ( d - l ) M n ) z, symbols. The second halve of the symbols are dealt
with by using the reciprocals (or reversed forms) of the polynomials in the set. Thus
we can carry out the first step if we have 2((d- 1 ) M + n ) symbols of (2,). Convergence
in the first and subsequent iteration is guaranteed by Theorem 2. The results on the
complexities are immediate from the previous results.
0

+

+

+

The total work load is of course the sum Calg = Cchk Cit and we have to choose the
parameters n and d in such a way that we minimize Calg. For this purpose fix p = f
and let r go to infinity. Then 6 def
= li-+=
= P
i.e., H ( 6 p ) = p. We introduce

a,

For the optimal algorithm we have

Thus we obtain the following corollary to the previous theorem:

Corollary 7: The complexity to break the system has order 0 (270pt(c)r)
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In Figure 2 we show yopias a function of E . We see that our algorithm has a complexity
less than O(2') for e > 0.10. In Reference (51 another algorithm is described for finding
t h e minimal weight codeword(s). Using this algorithm we obtain that the overall
complexity is less than O(2') for all E . However the result in 15) relies on the ability
to solve a combinatorial problem for which a complexity bound can be derived but for
which the corresponding algorithm is missing. For this reason we paid only attention
to our simple algorithm. In any case, using the algorithm we have described, we find
that yoPl= 0.56 when p = 0.25 which we have for the generators of Geffe, Pless and
Bruer.

5

Conclusion

Summarizing, we have obtained a new algorithm for breaking stream ciphers and
we have given a detailed asymptotical analysis. It is important to mention that we
deliberately avoided to use more clever iterative improvement schemes like the ones
discussed in [2], [3], and [6],since this would m:tke the asymptotic analysis harder,
maybe impossible, and in any case less transparent. The analysis clearly shows the
importance of checks of (a) low-weight and (b) of low degree. Property (a) leads to a
smaller number of required checks and property (b) leads to a smaller demand of the
number of known ( or observed) symbols. The analysis also shows that the complexity
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of the algorithm is less than exhaustive search even when t grows linearly with the
length of the shift register.
We have verified our analysis through simulations. Since the second stage of the
algorithm has been verified through the works of [2] and [6] we concentrated our simulations on the first stage. Our results show that we indeed obtain the required number
of checks with an amount of work (=time) that is in accordence with Theorem 6. In
addition we observed that we can get a set of M independent checks which is "dense".
By this we mean that I { j ; h:), i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,M } 1 /maxi deg h[')(z)x 1, or, in words,
for almost all indices j = 0,1,. . . ,L - 1, L the length of the set of checks, there is a
polynomial h ( ' ) ( z )with a coefficient that checks 2;.
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